
Blind, But Now I See

1 Samuel 16:1-13; Psalm 23; Ephesians 5:8-14; John 9:1-41

I’ll admit that when it comes to today’s Gospel, a wild and wonderful story from the Gospel of

John, I’m not a disinterested observer. I, or people like me, play a major role in this story of Jesus’s

miraculous healing of the poor beggar who was born blind. I play no part in the actual miraculous

healing; that’s -exclusively a loving act of Jesus. I am not the recipient of the miracle; I’ve not been

born blind, and I’m not impoverished through some physical disability.

No, I’m a minister, a religious leader, a church official, an expert on theology (or at least the

closest thing to a so-called expert). That means I’m most like the group of people who responded to

Jesus’s healing work not with praise, wonder, and gratitude, but with argument, condemnation,

name-calling, and controversy. I’m more like those whom John calls the “Jewish authorities.”

In our rather long Gospel readng for this morning, John narrates an astoundingly wondrous

work in only a few verses. What consumes most of the space in this story is the carping, back-and-

forth argument that arises after the astoundingly wondrous work.

A man who has been “blind from birth” (John 9:1 CEB), unable to provide for himself or his

family, the poorest of the poor, is healed by Jesus. And the religious authorities, the people in charge

of spiritual things, the keepers of theological correctness, respond with, “Wait a minute! Who sinned

first—this man or his parents—that he should be punished by God by being born blind?”

Oh, how lowly, uninformed, inexpert laity complain about us preachers, whine about asking us

some simple question, only to have us respond with a labouriously complex answer, quoting

scripture, referring to books they haven’t read, putting them down while building ourselves up.

But they complain in this way because they don’t know as much about religion as us. We can’t

have some unlicensed, uncredentialed faith healer roving about and healing people spontaneously,
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gratuitously, without proper examination, and with no attempt to differentiate the deserving poor from

the undeserving. There must be standards.

“Sorry to pop your balloon,” they say, “but how can you be sure that this man has been

properly diagnosed? Can he afford to pay for this medical service, or is he trying to siphon off

resources from the government for his health care? Is his unfortunate condition due to neglect or

incompetence by his parents? There must be standards.”

In an urban congregation, a woman said that God had personally spoken to her and given her

a direct assignment: to begin an after-school care program for “latchkey kids” in the neighbourhood

around the church. She took initiative, organized, equipped, recruited, and got the program rolling.

They hadn’t had one new program, not one success in the previous year. Her program was, by

widespread consensus, nothing less than a miracle.

Then the board of the church, those entrusted with the care and preservation of their historic

building, met and raised questions about the cost of the venture, whether or not their building was

equipped to be opened during weekdays, insurance liability, supervision of the volunteers, the ages

of the kids, and so on and so forth. In a few weeks, the board were successful in ending the project.

Their “miracle” became the victim of overprotective, officious bureaucracy.

Still, someone must have standards.

The man who has been blind since birth moves quickly from being the recipient of a wondrous

healing to being the accused. “Who healed you?” he is interrogated by the religious authorities. 

“Actually, I was blind at the time so I couldn’t see who did it,” he responds in fear.

“Is this guy claiming to be miraculously healed, your son?” his parents are asked. The fearful

parents say, “It’s hard to say for sure.”

“Before we make an example of you to show what happens when lowly folk like you come
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against the likes of us who are really in control, do you think this Jesus is a legitimate spiritual leader

or not?”

The former blind man ventures that he suspects that Jesus might be a prophet. He just got his

sight, so he can’t say for sure; everything still looks fuzzy. But then he says something that really

jerks my attention as a religious authority. The once-blind man says, “Here’s what I do know: I was

blind and now I see” (John 9:25 CEB).

Even though he doesn’t know enough to make a decisive judgment about the messianic

identity of Jesus, even though he’s no theological expert able to identity and label sin, he knows one

thing, one true thing: “I was blind and now I see.”

And despite the threats and the critics, no matter the derision and ridicule, he speaks up, he

testifies to what he has personally experienced, the miraculous gift that he has been given.

I have to confess that I’m not too happy with the role that me and my kind play in this story of the

healing of the blind man. I’m not proud of the way that we “authorities” often step back, raise

questions, deride and ridicule the faith of others. Note that it’s people in positions like mine who

speculated that day, “Wait a minute! Where is the sinner here? If it’s not this poor blind man then it

must be his parents, and if it’s not them maybe the sinner is Jesus!”

Note please that Jesus appears to have zero interest in speculation about sin or sinners. He

heals the man, lets people say no or yes to the miraculous power of God working through him, and

then moves on.

But I’m thinking that some of you here this morning may find comfort in the role played by the

formerly blind man now testifying to what he knows and what he sees. There’s a sort of dignity in his,

“Here’s what I do know: I was blind and now I see.”

Some of you have friends, good friends, good people, who—when it comes to the Christian
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faith—just don’t see what you see in Jesus. They may or may not make fun of you for your belief, but

they frankly don’t see why you are here this morning. 

If they’ve ever been bold enough to ask you, “Why?” and if you have been bold enough to

attempt to explain your reason for faith, there’s a good chance that you responded with some form of,

“Here’s what I do know. . . .”

I heard the story of a man in a congregation who had struggled for years with various forms of

addiction. I say that he had “struggled,” which is perhaps too strong a word. Mostly he had lurched

from one form of addiction—pills, alcohol, drugs, hard and soft—to another. Family and friends had

attempted to intervene. Various treatment programs were applied and failed.

Then, one spring night, he said, “It was as clear as day. Jesus appeared to me and touched

me. In an instant, I was delivered of this demon that had stalked me for so long.”

Some in the congregation snickered behind his back, “I wonder if he was sober when he saw

Jesus.” Or the even more cynical said, “Ain’t it a shame that Jesus couldn’t have showed up ten

years ago when he still had a wife?”

When asked to rule on the validity of this miraculous healing, all his minister could say as an

informed spiritual authority was, “Who knows? He says he’s healed. He said Jesus did it. Who are

we to doubt him?”

When the man was asked to explain himself, to say why it was that Jesus cured him and not

the dozens of other addicted people in the congregation, he just replied, “All I know is that I was a

drunk, going down for the third time, unable to help myself, and then Jesus cured me. That’s all I

know.”

When he remained sober and free for his remaining years, some would say, “Well, I guess he

really was healed by Jesus.” Even then he would say, “All I know is I was dying, and then Jesus
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rescued me.”

Most ministers will tell you: it’s usually not the smartest, best educated, most thoughtful

members of the congregation who seem to have had the deepest, most wonderful experiences with

God. More than likely, it’s the simple, everyday saints who, though their theology isn’t too

complicated, though they don’t spend a lot of time in reflection and rumination, will simply say at the

end of our theological speculation, “All I know is . . .”

As I said last week, I’ve had all sorts of people report to me, usually with some embarrassment,

that they had some strange, mystical experience. I try to be open-minded, but maybe my skepticism

still comes through because they will say, “Well preacher, all I know is, it happened just as clear as

day, just like I’m sitting in front of you.”

So go ahead. Stick with your experience of God. When God shows up to you or someone you

love, don’t speculate on why you and not somebody else. Don’t let the sophisticated cynics dissuade

you. Don’t wait to believe until you have carefully, rationally worked through all possible explanations.

Go ahead, face the world and say with gratitude and confidence, “All I know is . . .” Thanks be to

God. Amen.
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